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Not yet adults, no longer children

The leading position in the top-10 of the brightest and memorable events in the life of each person
right occupies # Person Love.Oh, this exciting blood is mine, yours, our # first alone.

Most often, the time of the first romantic feelings comes to us in adolescence.When we young, we
do not understand much and do not realize, they are confused in yourself, and getting into the love
trap do not know how to be.Over time, many of us will understand that the word "love", a little bit of
something that happened to us many years ago, but "in love" - in the apple!But as it were, there was
no real love or short in love, it is always a storm of emotions, tsunami new feelings and a huge
abyss of an unknown ahead.And the question "How to be?"He also sounded in the head.

What happens in thoughts in an adult child at the time of the development of new, previously
unknown feelings?What to do parents than to help your child and where to silence understandingly?

To begin with, we'll figure it out when specifically you should start scrolling in the head upcoming
dialogue with the child about what STDs are and safe sex.Okay, do not worry, this is the second
important question arising immediately after talking about the deeds of spiritual.

So, without panic, but you will immediately understand that your child fell in love. Remember
yourself, it is obvious, all your actions spoke for themselves. Favorite toys have long been dusting in
the corner, as they no longer deliver the former pleasure. Anonymous for others appeared, but an
important object for you, on which you spent all my free time and because of which serious
conversations have repeatedly arose with my mother about your family dinner. Yes, what dinner
there is exactly seven, when the weather is good outside the window and a much more good
company. Remembered?

And now look at your child and ask one question only: "Do you like someone, baby?".You see, this
indescribable shine in the eyes and a cute blush on the cheeks, complemented by funny cries:
"Well, Maaaaaam !!!Leave! "You may not doubt, someone fell in love.Selling this information, do not
rush to find out everything immediately, be alert and careful.Try step by step to get a new kind of
trust in your child.

Step # 1 - Start with your history of the first relationship.And both will be easier to understand each
other if you return to my youth and remember once it was with you.Trust your experiences and
emotions, and over time the child will answer you the same.

Step # 2 - Become friendly.To do this, it is necessary to seriously perceive the news of love.In no
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case will not laugh!Your mockery only reduce the feelings of the child, will affect the emergence of
uncertainty and fear of new relationships.

Step number 3 - Do not turn your house in the talk show "Let's get married."Agree, few people are
pleased when they invade his personal life.And the teenager is unpleasant doubly.You should not
share with the lives of your child surrounding the new stage.The time and those who have to find out
will recognize, but not from your mouth.

Step number 4 - do not become a paranoid.It is not possible to check the mobile phone and other
personal belongings of the child.He just fell in love, and did not get into drug drift.

Parents, remember that teenage love - love is clean, unspoiled by the experience of parting,
betrayal and betrayal.Such relations are romanticized and idealized by 200%, but despite this,
difficulties and tests are inevitable.

It is important to understand that for a teenager first love or in love, is the first emotional attachment
to not a native person, regardless of whether the child will swore or sadness, but he will remember
this experience for life.

Our main task is not yet adults, but no longer children to overcome all the difficulties of the first
relationship, become a good friend, mentor, sometimes a strong and waterproof vest, the main thing
is to always be near! Not yet adults, no longer children
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